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The SALT target probability model was developed to provide information about the observational 
feasibility of targets submitted to be observed with SALT.  
 
The probability model is made up of four statistically independent quantities.  

Competition Probability  
The competition probability is determined as P_comp(x) = 1 / (C + 1) where C is the number of 
targets that overlap with target x. Two targets are considered to be competing  when their 
observing windows suitably overlap. Observing windows are defined as: 
 
obs_win_start = vis_win_start 
obs_win_end = vis_win_end - ObsTime 
 
The observing window is, therefore, the time window wherein a  target/block can be pointed to and 
successfully be observed. 
 
To determine the overlap with other observing windows the following comparisons are performed: 
 
Consider the simple example of two targets x and v. v will be in competition with x if one of the 
following criteria is met: 
 
x.obs_win_start <= v.obs_win_start  &  x.obs_win_end >= v.obs_win_end 
x                             |-----------------------------------------| 
v                                   |--------------------------|  
 
x.obs_win_start >= v.obs_win_start  &  x.obs_win_end <= v.obs_win_end  
x                             |-----------------------------------------| 
v                     |---------------------------------------------------|  
 
x.obs_win_start <= v.obs_win_end   &  x.obs_win_end >= v.obs_win_end  
& x.obs_win_start >  v.obs_win_start  
x                             |-----------------------------------------| 
v              |--------------------------|  
 
x.obs_win_start <= v.obs_win_start  &  x.obs_win_end >= v.obs_win_start  
& x.obs_win_end < v.obs_wind_end 
x                             |-----------------------------------------| 
v                                                                 |--------------------------|  
 
 



 
 

Observability Probability  
The observability probability represents the likelihood of pointing to a target given the length of its 
visibility window and the time requested on target. The probability is represented by the ratio of the 
length of the observing window and the length of the visibility window . 
 
P_obs(x) = (x.obs_win_end - x.obs_win_start) / (x.vis_win_end - x.vis_win_start) 
               = ((x.vis_win_end -x.ObsTime) - x.vis_win_start) / (x.vis_win_end - x.vis_win_start) 
 

Seeing Probability  
The seeing probability (P_seeing(x)) is derived from the cumulative distribution function of seeing 
measurements taken in Sutherland.  
 

Moon Probability 
The moon probability is derived from the lunar phase cumulative distribution function during the 
semester. The moon probability is not used in the total probability calculation since the moon 
constraints are already incorporated in the visibility window calculations. It is displayed for 
additional information.  
 

Total Probability 
The total probability is derived using the binomial theorem where the number of trials are the 
number of tracks available (n) to observe a target, the number of success are the number of visits 
requested (x) and the probability per trial is the total probability per track (p). The total probability 
per track is: 
 
P_track(x) = P_comp(x) * P_obs(x) *  P_seeing(x)  
 
To calculate the probability of getting at least the number of visits requested the cumulative 
binomial probability (P >= NVisists) is used. 
 
To calculate the total probability: 
 
 P_tot(x) = binom.cdf(x, n, p) 
              = binom.cdf(NVisits, Tracks, P_track(x))  
 
where cdf is the cumulative density function. 
 
See Notes below for the implementation. 
 



Notes: The Competition Probabilities are low for all the targets during Phase I since all targets are 
competing with each other. The competition probabilities will improve in Phase II when targets will 
compete on a priority level, and when the actual allocated times are taken into account.  
 
For these reasons, in the numbers tabulated in the WM at this stage (September 2015) the Total 
Probability value assumes a constant typical C=15 in the Competition Probability.  The value in the 
column for Competition displays the actual one based on all the Phase-1 submitted targets as 
described in the document above, it is just not taken into account in the Total column. 
 
 


